
2019 Rules Fact Sheet.    Penalty Areas (Rule 17). 

What is the same? 

• Water hazards change name to penalty areas but the treatment of them for relief purposes 
is largely the same (with one excepFon which is listed as the first new point below). 

• Yellow and red penalty areas will sFll exist. 

• The standard of proof needed to say your ball is lost in a penalty area is sFll very high. It 
must sFll be known or virtually certain (which is now a defined term) and means that it has 
to be 95% likely that your ball is in the penalty area (only a very small doubt exists). 

• Normal rules about improving the lie of the ball sFll apply in a penalty area and are now 
called CondiFons Which Affect The Stroke (CATS). 

• You sFll cannot declare your ball unplayable in a Penalty Area. 

What is new? 

• The opposite margin drop opFon will no longer automaFcally apply to a penalty area marked 
red. It can only be used on specific red penalty areas where the commiRee has 
preauthorised it by local rule. You will find the red penalty areas we declare that have this 
opFon on the weekly local rules sheet.  

We don’t anFcipate there will be many and some weeks the Local Rules may just say… 
Penalty Areas which have an equidistant margin opFon - none this week! Your mindset on 
this should be that it will be very rare that this opFon will now be available. 

• There are no longer any specific rules which apply to playing a ball in a penalty area. 
Whatever you can do in the General Area you can do in a Penalty Area but this is specific to 
playing the ball – you sFll cannot get relief from any abnormal course condiFons such as 
GUR, immovable obstrucFons or an embedded ball when your ball is in a Penalty Area. 

 For example, when playing your ball from inside a penalty area, you can now ground the 
club lightly behind the ball, move a loose impediment or take a pracFce swing which touches 
the ground or water. What you cannot do is improve the condiFons which affect your stroke. 

See Diagrams Below. 



 

        



And for red Penalty areas: 


